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SECRET MARJAN PARK HIKING
TOUR - SPLIT, MIDDLE
DALMATIA
Experience an enlightening and tranquil day of discovery while
exploring the beauties of one of Croatia’s greatest gems -
Marjan Park.

Price

Secret Marjan Park Hinking - 10.00

Secret Marjan Park Hinking - 09.00

Hiking In Split and Marjan
Park
Riva
21000 Split
Croatia

Information

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
Name: Secret Marjan Park Hiking Tour
Duration of the excursion / tour / activity:: 1 to 5 hours
The product best describes the term: Outdoor and adventure
Product includes: architecture, playing sports, sightseeing, sightseeing of
nature / natural beauties, visit to religious facilities, city sightseeing, coast
tour, guided tour
Brief description of the excursion/tour and highlights:
Experience an enlightening and tranquil day of discovery while exploring
the beauties of one of Croatia’s greatest gems - Marjan Park.

Schedule

EXCURSION / TOUR /
ACTIVITY DATES
01.03 - 31.10

PLACE AND TIME OF
DEPARTURE
Riva

PLACE AND TIME OF ARRIVAL
Riva
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Information

DESCRIPTION:
Walking through cobbled paths we traverse unseen territories; learning about Split’s captivating past as it
slowly uncovers itself to us.

Discover the history and culture behind the medieval churches and hermit settlements hidden in the rocks at
the very core of the park.

Starting at the Riva promenade, this tour will take us through the old parts of Split, discovering Marjan
walking trails under the shades of the pine trees, leading us all the way to the top of the Marjan hill to enjoy
the view of the islands and Split town.

Learn about the rich history of Split, Marjan Park, the old Jewish cemetery and many more well-hidden
secrets of this amazing peninsula.

This tour will take us over and around some of the most beautiful beaches in Split, so be sure to bring your
bathing suit to refresh yourself when we arrive!

And finally, we’ll climb up a hill for an incredible panoramic view of this city and photos before heading back
home.

Minimum number of people is 2, and the minimum age is 8. Kids are always welcomed, they just need to
come along with an adult.

Price includes: guide, insurance

Important info: we do not recommend hiking tour to people with back problems. This operator has the right
to cancel tours without previous notice in bad weather conditions. All participants sign a written waiver form
before the start of the tour.

WHAT TO BRING / WEAR:
Comfortable clothes, preferably long pants and t-shirts with long sleeves, appropriate footwear (no flip-
flops!), hat, sunglasses, sunscreen, refreshing drink, swimsuit and towel.


